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@ Pennsylvania Power & Light Company
Two North Ninth Street * Allentown, PA 18101 * 215 / 77G5151

Norman W. Curtis
Vice l' resident-Engineering & Construction-Nuclear
215 / 770-5381

January 18, 1982

Mr. R. C. Haynes
Director, Region I
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Q D

631 Park Avenue N'

King of Prussia, PA 19406 ,/ h
'
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.f- O[/ggA '3ISUSQUEHANNA STEAM ELECTRIC STATION
FINAL RL? ORT OF A DEFICIENCY INVOLVING THE FAILURE OF \ ; hitar e.

AMERICAN INSULATED WIRE (AIW) CORPORATION 600 VOLT CABLE tt;/gkPI'

ERs 100450/100508 FILE 821-10 ~ < q
T*/ \PLA-1001 /Cil US

Dear Mr. Haynes:

This letter serves to provide the Commission with a final report of a
deficiency relating to the failure of AIW 600 volt cable. The deficiency
was originally reported'under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.55(e) to
Mr.-E. C. McCabe of._NRC Region I by A. R. Sabol,. Manager-Nuclear Quality
Assurance, by telephone on September 1, 1981.

The attachment to this letter contains a description of the problem, its cause,

safety implications, and the corrective action.

Since the details of this report provide infonnation relevant to the reporting
requirements of 10 CFR 21, this correspondence is considered to also discharge
any formal responsibility PP&L may have in compliance thereto.

We trust the Commission will find the information forwarded by this letter to

be satisfactory.

Very truly yours,

I

I W '

N. W. Curtis
Vice President-Engineering & Construction-Nuclear
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January 18, 1982 -2- SSES PLA-1001
ERs 100450/100508 File 821-10

cc: Mr. Richard C. DeYoung (15)
Director-Office of Inspection & Enforcement
U. f. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Wasnington, D.C. 20555

Mr. G. Mcdonald, Director (1)
Office of Management Information & Prvaram Control
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Mr. Gary Rhoads
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
P.O. Box 52
Chickshinny, PA 18655
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Subject ,

railure of American Insulated Wire Corporation (AIW) 600 volt cable to pass a
sequential mechanical and an IEE:'-383-1974 100 day environmer tal qualification
test.

,

Description of Deficiency

AIW cable jacket irregularities were discovered by Bechtel during the pre-
installation measuring and cutting operations.

Qualification testing was undertaken to determine if AIM cable known to have
jacket manufacturing defects such as .ucrapes, p'inholer, skips, bumps, and
inclusion of foreign particles cou3d' withstand the most severe environmental
conditions postulat.ed inside and outside containment at Susquehanna SES and retain
suitable electrical characteristics.

'

Eighteen (18) cable samples with known jacket defects were pulled through conduit
to simulate as installed conditions (mechanical test) and then subjected to a 100
day environmental test. The environmental test consisted of aging to forty year
life, irradiation at the maximum total integrated dose and simultaneous pressure,
temperature, humidity and chemical spray at maximum plant LOCA conditions following
the sequence prescribed by IEEE 383-1974.

On the seventh day of the 100 day test,12 cables were removed from the IXX'A
chamber. The 7 day test profile was:

First 45 seconds
Pressure 129 psig
Temperature 355'F

m

The time of rise from ambient to the above tengerature
and pressure was approximately 12 seconds.

Next 3 hours
Pressure 129 psig

Temperature 355'F
_

- .

Next 3 hours
_

Pressure 96 psig
Temperature 355'F

) Next 18 hours
Pressure 24 psig
Temperature 265'H

.

Next 6 days
Pressure 15 psig

Temperature 215'F

All 12 of the cables passed dielectric strength and insulation resistance tests.

_
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:

Upon completion of the 100 day environmental test. a non-destructive insulation
resistance and dielectric strength test was performed on the remaining cables.

- Four of the six cables tested failed the insulation resistare:a and/or the
dielectric ' strength test. This sixty seven percent failure rate after the 100
day environme::ntal test is considered to be unacceptable.

- The AIW 600 volt power and control cable is constructed of stranded copper
wire with an extruded EPDM (ethylene propylene diene monomer) rubber primary
insulation and a hypalon jacket. AIW cable is used on Class lE, affiliated, and
mon-Class lE 600 volt and below power and control circuits, inside and outside
of primary containment.

Cause of Failure

The cause of the failure is attributed to the gradual breakdown and embrittlement
of the insulating material after sequential mechanical and environmental testing
leading to overall failure of the insulation during a post-LOCA insulation
resistance and/or dielectric strength test.

The insulation breakdown during the post LOCA dielectric strength and insulation
resistance tests could not be attributed specifically to the jacket defects, as
the insulation breakdown occurred at numerous locations throughout the cable

'

length.
.

Safety Implications

1) The maximum plant environmental conditions outside primary containment were
reviewed. The combined maximum environmental condition outside of primary
centainment occurs during a pipe break resulting in a short tem sixty second
peak temperature of 300*F and pressure of 8.2 psig. This condition is
followed by a maximum long term temperature of 130*F and a pressure of .25
inches wg.

Upon comparing the seven day profile to which the cable was subjected and
passed, to the combined maximum accident conditions outside of primary
containment, NPE found that the seven day. test profile greatly exceeds the
maximum accident condition profile outside primary containment.

Based on the findings of the above analysis NPE has determined that the-

, AIU 600 volt cable used outside of primary containment is r.cceptable for
use on Class lE, affiliated and non-Class lE circuits and therefore is not
a reportable deficiency under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.55(e).

,
2) The Is1W 600 volt cable subjected to a sequential mechanical test and a^

100 day environmental test failed to pass a post-LOCA insulation
resistance test and a dielectric strength test performed in accordance

with IfEE std. 383-1974.
-
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Failure of this cable on a Class lE circuit inside primary containment could
prevent the safe shutdown of the plant. Therefore, NPE has determined that AIW
600 volt cable having an EPDM primary insulation and hypalon jacket is a
design deficiency reportable under the guidelines of 10 CFR 50.55(e).

. Corrective Action

On September 4, 1981 NPE directed Bechtel to replace All AIW cable used on
Class lE and affiliated circuits inside primary containment with qualified
cable supplied by Boston Insulated Wire. AIW cable used on Class lE, affiliated
and non-Class lE circuits outside of primary containment will not be replaced.

As of January 12, 1982, all AIW cable used on Class lE and affiliated Unit 1
and Unit 2 circuits inside containment have been removed. Replacement BIW
cable has been installed in all necessary Unit 1 Class lE and affiliated
circuits. Three cables remain to be replaced in Unit 2 containment and are

identified on Rework Notice 4521Q.
-
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